MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: February 15, 2018
RE: Request for an Amendment to a Special Use to Allow Renovations to Tennaqua
Club
Subject Property
The subject property is the Tennaqua Club located at One Tennaqua Lane. The subject
property is approximately 10 acres in size. The property is zoned R-1 Single Family
Residence District and a recreational club is a Special Use in the R-1 Single Family
zoning district. In 1995, the petitioners received approval of an amendment to their
Special Use for the construction of a storage building and deck (Ordinance O-95-10). In
2008, the petitioners receive approval to build a 1,248 s.f. paddle hut to replace the 360
s.f. paddle hut that was destroyed by fire, and the deck surrounding the paddle hut was
rebuilt (Ordinance 0-08-06).
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: I-1 Office, Research and Restricted Industrial District – Siemens three-story
office building
South: R-2 Single Family Residence District – single family homes
East: R-3 Single Family Residence District – single family homes
West: Tri-State Tollway
Proposed Plan
Tennaqua is proposing improvements, renovations, and enhancements to their club
facilities including the clubhouse, pavilions, paddle tennis courts, tennis courts, parking,
lighting, and other improvements contained in their submittal. The proposed
improvements, renovations, and enhancements are contained in a letter dated February
13, 2018, which lists out all 18 items. In order to avoid a repetition in reading, please
see their letter.
Tennaqua will be requesting to have a Master Plan approved for their property, which,
includes the proposed changes they would like to make to the property over the next 8
to 10 years. As they make the improvements to the property over time in phases, they
plan to come back to the Village with additional detailed information to be approved
administratively. Specifically, Tennaqua is proposing that if the future plans are
substantially the same as what is in the approved Master Plan, then the future phases
could be approved by Village staff by administrative review without going through the
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public hearing approval process for each phase. If there are significant changes from
the Master Plan for when they seek approval of the various phases, then they would
have to come back through the Village zoning approval process to seek these changes.
The petitioners would like to address the storm water, detailed landscaping plan, and
tree replacement as they implement the phases of the Master Plan. Staff has asked the
Village attorney for his opinion regarding staff review of the future phases and he has
indicated this is acceptable (see attached email dated January 18, 2018 from Matt
Rose).
Zoning Conformance
The petitioners must amend the Special Use for the proposed improvements that they
want to make to the club. Attached are the Special Use standards.
The following are the bulk requirements in the R-1 District:
Minimum Yards (for Buildings and Structures) in the R-1 Single Family District
Front yard (to the north)
Required: 35 feet
Side Yards (to the east and west)
Required: A side yard of not less than 10 feet and a combined total side yards of not
less than 25 feet.
Rear yard (to the south)
Required: 50 feet
Note: For a Special Use, minimum yards of greater dimension may be required as a
condition of authorization.
The proposed renovations do not encroach into any of the required minimum yards.
Maximum Lot Coverage
Allowed: The total ground area occupied by any principal buildings and accessory
buildings shall not exceed 35% of the area of the lot.
Proposed: 3.04% (13,160 square feet/9.93 acres). The existing lot coverage is 1.71%
or 7,388 square feet.
Maximum Height
Allowed: 35 feet to the top of the roof
Proposed: The proposed future structures are below 35 feet in height as indicated in
their submitted material.
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Trees/Tree Preservation Ordinance
The Village has a tree preservation ordinance, which applies to residentially zoned
properties. Any tree over 8” in diameter at 4 ½ feet above the ground is considered to
be a protected tree. The club would be required to replace (mitigate) any protected
trees they remove. The amount of replacement is dependent upon the species and
condition of the trees to be removed as outlined in the tree manual. Any trees lost for
the future improvements will need to be mitigated according to the Village’s tree
ordinance. The petitioners are proposing that the tree mitigation detail be submitted at
a later date for staff review when the petitioners are ready to move forward with the
future phases that impact trees.
Landscaped Screening
The Zoning Ordinance requires where a non-residential use abuts property in a
residential district at a side or rear lot line such non-residential use shall be effectively
screened along such lot line(s) by a screening fence or landscaped screening as
defined in the ordinance not less than seven (7) feet in height. A landscaped screen is
defined by the zoning ordinance as a dense non-deciduous planting of a thickness
sufficient to form a visual barrier between the properties. Also, the perimeter of new
parking areas are required to be screened along the side yard of a parking lot with a 5
foot high landscaped berm, or planted shrubs, or a combination of the both. Adequate
buffering is also one of the criteria used to evaluate a Special Use.
The buffering/screening and fencing that is in place along the east property line of
Tennaqua will remain. The future parking area of 21 spaces located south of the
existing parking lot, north of the sports court, and east of the pool is proposed to be 9
feet from the east property line (note: the existing parking lot to the north is closer to the
east property line.) The petitioner’s plans also show that the existing unscreened
dumpsters at the south end of the existing parking lot will be screened as part of the
improvements.
Size of Parking Spaces
Perpendicular spaces are required to be 9 feet wide by 19 feet long with a 24-foot wide
aisle. The petitioners’ plan indicates the parking spaces are 9 feet wide and a 24 foot
wide aisle is provided at the new parking area at the north side, and the slightly angled
spaces at the south side are on a one-way aisle that is 22 feet wide with spaces 9 feet
wide as required. The south connection between the existing and proposed parking lots
is a little hard to decipher on the plans as trees are shown in this area.
Lighting
The petitioner’s Master Plan indicates where the additional lighting is proposed on the
property (also the petitioner’s letter explains the additional lighting, see numbers 2, 9,
and 11). The new poles will match the existing poles, which are brown, and 30 feet in
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height. The proposed fixture information is in the petitioner’s packet. The petitioners
have provided some cut sheets of the proposed lighting fixtures to be used for the
expanded parking area. Lighting plans for the improvements will need to be designed to
have a zero cutoff at the property line. Photometrics plans are proposed to be
submitted at the time the improvements to the parking lots are made and they will be
reviewed by Village staff.
Stormwater
The petitioners have been in discussions regarding storm water management with the
Village’s Engineering Department regarding stormwater. There will be an increase in
the impervious area as a result of the improvements. The petitioners have indicated
that they are discussing options with the Village’s Engineering Department. There is no
preliminary engineering done at this point for the storm water management, but the
petitioners are discussing pervious pavement that would allow storm water to percolate
into the ground for the area north of the tennis courts. They have also discussed pipes
or vaults underneath the parking areas. They have also discussed a possible detention
area north of the future parking area at the north side of the property, and a detention
area possibly to be located south of the paddle courts in the open area at the south side
of the property. As mentioned above, there is no engineering work done on the
property but they are in conversations with the Village’s engineering staff. The
petitioners have indicated that the parking lots would be one of the last improvements
that they would do.
The petitioners have indicated that they would like to have the ability to do the parking
lots in the future. For the main parking lot, if the club needs parking extra parking, they
park the vehicles on the grass. The petitioners have indicated that they may or may not
add parking here and it could be pervious pavement (e.g. concrete blocks that the grass
grows through or some other permeable system where the storm water percolates into
the ground) or is could be an asphalt pavement if they can handle the storm water
detention requirements. The future parking lot at the north end of the property to the
north of the tennis courts could be pervious pavement too. This lot is used for tennis
events in the summer time, and would not be plowed in the winter. They have indicated
that the parking lots are at the end of the list of improvements on their long-range plan
for the property.
Phasing Plan
The petitioners have submitted information in their written description regarding when
the various improvements to the property are anticipated to the implemented over a 7
year time period. See page 4 in the petitioner’s letter dated February 13, 2108.
Fire Department
The Fire Protection District has reviewed and approved the site plan for emergency
vehicle accessibility, see attached letter.
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Prefiling Conference Minutes
Attached are the Prefiling Conference minutes.
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Email from Matt Rose dated 1/18/18
From: Matthew Rose [mailto:mrose@rmcj.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2018 9:11 AM
To: Jeff Ryckaert <jryckaert@deerfield.il.us>
Cc: Daniel Nakahara <dnakahara@deerfield.il.us>
Subject: RE: Question Regarding Tennaqua Amendment to Special Use

Thanks Jeff.
I believe that Tennaqua can proceed in phases provided that any supplemental detail plans do
not materially change the approved amended special use and that Tennaqua otherwise
complies with the provisions of Article 13.11-F.4 of the Village’s Zoning Ordinance by actively
pursuing the approved special use within one year of the date of the approval. As a condition
of the special use , the Village may require that Staff approve all future plans for substantial
conformance to the previously approved Master Plan prior to such future development and
use.
Please let me know if you have any other questions, comments or concerns.
Yours truly,
Matthew D. Rose
Rosenthal, Murphey, Coblentz & Donahue
30 N. LaSalle St., Ste. 1624
Chicago, IL 60602
312.541.1078 (Phone)
312.541.9191 (Fax)
From: Jeff Ryckaert [mailto:jryckaert@deerfield.il.us]
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 7:36 PM
To: Matthew Rose <mrose@rmcj.com>
Cc: Daniel Nakahara <dnakahara@deerfield.il.us>
Subject: RE: Question Regarding Tennaqua Amendment to Special Use

Matt,
This is an amendment to a Special Use. Attached is the Ordinance and Plan Commission
recommendation from the last time this Special Use was amended in 2008.
Thanks,
Jeff
Jeff Ryckaert, AICP
Principal Planner
Village of Deerfield
847.719.7482

From: Matthew Rose [mailto:mrose@rmcj.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 5:02 PM
To: Jeff Ryckaert <jryckaert@deerfield.il.us>
Cc: Daniel Nakahara <dnakahara@deerfield.il.us>
Subject: Re: Question Regarding Tennaqua Amendment to Special Use
Jeff,
Why is this before the Plan Commission? Is this an amendment to a PUD, an amendment to an existing
special use ordinance, or a new special use application?
It probably doesn’t affect my answer, but please let me know. Thanks.
Yours truly,
Matthew D. Rose
On Jan 17, 2018, at 4:24 PM, Jeff Ryckaert <jryckaert@deerfield.il.us> wrote:

Hello Matt,
Tennaqua Club is planning some major renovations to their property over the next 8 years or
so. Tennaqua will be requesting to have the master plan approved including all of its elements,
and then come back to the Village over time as they are ready and funds allow with additional
detailed information, in phases. Tennaqua is proposing that as long as the detailed plans are
substantially the same as what they are proposing now in the Special Use amendment, that the
future phases could be approved by staff administrative review without going through the
public hearing approval process for each phase. See attached pages 1 and 2, of the submittal
list and I have highlighted those sections. Also attached is their letter dated January 4, 2018
explaining the approval they are seeking in future phases (highlighted on page 3 of their letter).
I think I am fine with the administrative review of the future phases or Plan Commission review
(without a public hearing) to determine that their plans are in conformance with their Master
Plan (their Master Plan has significant detail, example scaled site plan and scaled building
elevations), and they are providing more detail, for example, I have asked them for more info
on the lighting and landscaping to be submitted.
Please let me know your thoughts about approval in this manner for future phases.
Thanks,
Jeff
Jeff Ryckaert, AICP
Principal Planner
Village of Deerfield
847.719.7482
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Commissioner Forrest commented that the development is difficult to picture compared to what
is there now. He is pleased with the plan and all improvements made since the first Prefiling
Conference especially regarding traffic and pedestrian access.
Commissioner Shayman commented that he is concerned about how the green screen fence
will look. Mr. James stated that fences deteriorate over time and can look cold and that a
landscape buffer is constrained by physical limitation. They are hoping to add posts with a
lattice and make a living landscaped wall that will improve over time. Commissioner Shayman
asked if the landscaped wall would hold all winter. Mr. Clark replied that yes, it will shield views
year-round.
Commissioner Berg commented that the plans have come a long way since the first Prefiling
Conference and the petitioners have done a great job. He hopes they will take the
Commission’s comments to heart and in further modifications before the final presentation
including adding a pedestrian path through the parking lot to Starbucks.
(2)

Prefiling Conference for a Request for an Amendment to a Special Use to Allow
Renovations to Tennaqua Club (Tennaqua)

Petitioner Nick Alex addressed the Commission; he is a 23-year resident of Deerfield and Board
President of the Tennaqua Club. He reported that Tennaqua has been part of the Deerfield
community since 1958 and is located off of I-294 at the Deerfield Road exit. Many existing
assets of the 10-acre club are original. They have 170 full-time members and another 40 parttime members, the vast majority of whom are Deerfield residents. Tennaqua is mainly a swim
and tennis club with winter paddle. Mr. Alex stated that as President, he had an informed
discussion with membership about the state of the Club’s aging infrastructure and the need to
reinvest in it, after which 90 percent of the membership voted in favor of reinvesting in the club.
They plan to raise the money through member assessments and dues increases. Mr. Alex
reported that the pool was built in 1958, there are court cracking issues on tennis courts, and
they want to continue to grow their paddle program by adding more courts. He added that they
are a family, causal club with mostly Deerfield residents as members.
Doug Mosser of HKM Architects addressed the Commission and stated that he is a resident of
west Highland Park and has been a Tennaqua member since 2001. He commented that
although membership is about 170 families with another 40 winter-only memberships for paddle,
the Club’s charter is for 270 members. They have not had full membership since the 1970s and
if they hit full membership again they would run out of parking. If the proposed improvements
are approved and the funds are raised, additional parking will be added. When parking is full at
swim meets, overflow parking takes place on the grass areas.
Mr. Mosser reported that he will go through the club’s Master Plan of all proposed
improvements, which they hope to complete over time as funds are raised. He showed the 10acre site and all existing structures. He pointed out the existing pool locker rooms and paddle
lodge that was added in 2008. There are 10 tennis courts, four paddle courts and a sport court
used for basketball and volleyball. He pointed out the four tennis courts that are synthetic clay
and per the Master Plan need to be replaced with lower maintenance material that does not
need to be watered. Chairman Berg confirmed that there are existing water lines under these
courts.
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Mr. Mosser stated that tennis courts one and two are currently lit and they would like to also
light courts three and four by adding poles for lights. They plan calls for replacing light fixtures
for all four courts. He reported that this lighting is 150 feet from the east property line.
Commissioner Jacoby confirmed that the court lights are powered by use and are not on all the
time. Chairman Berg asked if the Club is restricted by hours the can use the court lighting. Mr.
Alex replied that there are no restrictions, but they are never on after 10 P.M. and are used
during summer tennis leagues only.
Mr. Mosser showed the existing path to tennis courts and stated that in the Master Plan they
wish to add landscaping and patio areas along this path to make it more hospitable and have a
shaded area.
Mr. Mosser added that the path only goes part way to tennis courts five and six and they wish to
relocate and shift these two courts about 20 feet so that the path will be a straight shot to these
courts. Mr. Mosser stated that tennis courts one through four are clay and the rest are asphalt.
The clay courts need constant repair and maintenance and they wish to replace them with
asphalt. He added that courts seven through ten will not change and will remain in the same
location.
Mr. Mosser reported that the Master Plan proposes adding two new pop tennis courts which are
smaller courts. They are used for tennis instruction for young children. Pop tennis is also played
at the retirement age. For the addition of these courts a few trees would need to be removed.
Commissioner Forrest asked what is in this location now. Mr. Mosser replied that in this location
now is a masonry tennis hitting wall, which would come down to build the pop tennis courts.
Mr. Alex clarified that tennis courts five through ten will continue to be unlit. Currently courts one
and two have lighting and they wish to add lights to courts three and four only.
Mr. Mosser pointed out a small paved area at the far end of the tennis courts where about 10
cars can park. He stated that at some point they would like to consider adding defined parking in
this area to provide an area for tennis only parking that is not such a far walk from the main
parking.
Mr. Mosser reported that they have met with the Village Engineer to discuss drainage on the
site. Where they are located, most storm water drainage flows to them and little flows off. Some
areas near the tollway retaining wall flood slightly during heavy rains.
Commissioner Shayman asked if there is an option to connect to the Village’s storm water
drainage system. Mr. Mosser replied that they are currently connected to the storm water sewer
system but are at the end of the lines and are very shallow in the system. They do have other
lines that can be connected in the future to improve drainage. Mr. Mosser added that they
understand that if they increase impervious areas then they need to engineer the property to
further plan storm water drainage solutions. Mr. Alex added that they will not consider a
retention pond as they feel that this could be dangerous with so many children at the Club.
Mr. Mosser continued to present on the Mater Plan stating that they wish to add lighting to the
sport court on the east side, shining away from the neighbors’ homes. These lights would be on
20-foot-high poles.
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Mr. Nakahara provided pictures of the site to the Commission to show the existing conditions
and proximity to neighbors along the south east property line.
Mr. Mosser stated that at some point they will consider adding parking north of the existing
parking which is currently a grass area. If they do this they will need to remove one large tree,
and they would be able to add parking for about 20 cars. Parking would be at an 80-degree
angle to create one-way traffic. The depth of these spaces would be 22 feet, exceeding Village
requirements.
Mr. Mosser continued stating that at south end of the site there are currently four paddle courts.
Paddle courts are a quarter of the size of a tennis court and are raised up three feet. These
courts are heated to keep snow and ice off for winter use. They are all lit, and they are used for
leagues that run October through March. They are proposing adding two more paddle courts to
the south of the existing courts. The courts will be 138 feet from the south property line, more
than double the required 50-foot setback. Mr. Alex added that paddle is a popular, growing sport
and it is the best way to attract new members.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if this is one of the first things they would complete to try to get
more members. Mr. Alex replied that the tennis courts are in more dire need of repair, but the
new paddle courts should be towards the top of the list. Mr. Mosser added that there were 10 to
12 paddle league teams when he joined the Club and now there are 34 teams. It has grown
exponentially in the past few years.
Mr. Alex added that they also have a relationship with the Deerfield Park District to provide
lessons through the Park District on their courts during non-league times. This makes the courts
used almost year-round.
Mr. Mosser added that they also wish to expand the paddle hut, to make it larger and to raise it
up higher to overlook the pool for sheltered viewing at swim meets. They also propose adding
outdoor grilling space and a patio area here as well as two bocce courts.
Mr. Alex reported that Tennaqua holds outdoor Friday night dinners in the summer months and
they would like to have a covered area to accommodate these in case of rain as the clubhouse
is not big enough. The updated pavilion area will work well for this.
Mr. Mosser shared that the original pool is L shaped and has a few leaks which are fixed as
needed each year. As part of the Master Plan they wish to update the mechanicals and replace
the pool. When the pool is replaced, the deck area all around it will also be replaced. The pool
and deck will remain enclosed with an open wrought iron fence with solid vinyl panels.
Mr. Mosser continued stating that the locker rooms are in disrepair and also need upgrading. He
commented that aside from the paddle hut, no other buildings are year-round, and they would
need significant upgrading to be used year-round.
Mr. Mosser reported that one of the biggest items in the Master Plan is replacing the existing
2600 square foot clubhouse. The current clubhouse is a series of single concrete block
additions with wood porches added and closed in. The clubhouse has a snack bar, pro shop,
kitchen and bathrooms only accessible from the outside in the back of the building. The
petitioner would like to enhance the entire clubhouse but maintain the same character. Mr.
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Mosser showed renderings of the proposed new clubhouse as well as the expanded paddle hut
with grill station, fire place and bocce courts just outside of the paddle pavilion.
He then showed renderings of the new tennis pavilion and pointed out where the relocated
tennis courts will be as well as the two new pop tennis courts.
Mr. Mosser explained that the new clubhouse will be increased from 2,600 square feet to 6,500
square feet while maintaining the same architectural style. They will raise the elevation of the
clubhouse by 18 inches to be at the same grade as the pool and tennis pavilions. He
commented that they will be growing west not east and will not be expanding closer to the
neighbors.
Commissioner Forrest asked how was the Club’s relationship with the neighbors. Mr. Mosser
replied that they have one party a year at the Club, which can get a little loud goes until the
Village noise ordinance begins at 10 P.M. They always inform the neighbors of the date of the
party and invite them to use the pool the day after as a convenience. They have had no real
complaints in the past several years and feel they have a good relationship with the neighbors.
Chairman Berg asked the petitioners what phases they plan to complete this work in. Mr. Alex
replied that they want to be fiscally responsible and do not want to incur any debt. They are
working on raising the funds through the existing membership by assessments, dues and
intermittent loans. Mr. Alex stated that they will complete the tennis courts first and the largest
ticket items are the pool and the clubhouse which will likely take place over the next four to five
years. After the tennis courts, smaller ticket items will be completed within two to three years.
Mr. Alex stated that the Master Plan is a seven to ten-year plan, but they hope to have the entire
plan approved by the Village so that they can show membership the forthcoming upgrades and
use it as a tool for new membership and fundraising.
Chairman Berg asked Village staff if the Commission approves the Master Plan, if the
petitioners will then come before the Commission for Substantial Conformance for each phase.
Mr. Ryckaert reported that if the Commission approves the Master Plan, the petitioners will then
be able to work directly with Village staff for each item in the plan and they will not need to have
a Public Hearing for each phase or item. Mr. Ryckaert commented that this Master Plan has
much detail and is not just schematic or conceptual, as such the petitioners are asking to come
back for staff review and not have to come before the Plan Commission again as the work is
completed. Mr. Ryckaert added that the Village Attorney agreed that this is acceptable if the
Plan Commission approves the entire Master Plan.
Commissioner Forrest commented that he thinks only the clubhouse replacement should come
back before the Commission due to its size.
Mr. Alex commented that in trying to recruit new membership, he would like to say that the
entire Master Plan has been approved by the Village. Mr. Mosser stated that they are proposing
that the Plan Commission approve the Master Plan conceptually and they will then go to Village
staff for each phase and if staff determines they need to appear before the Commission for
Substantial Conformance they will do so.
Commissioner Shayman commented that he feels the biggest change is the new parking and
court lighting relative to the neighbors. Mr. Mosser commented that this may come up at the
Public Hearing after the neighbors receive their notices.
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Chairman Berg asked if there is currently lighting in parking lot. Mr. Mosser replied that there is
no pole lighting in the parking lot, just a motion sensor light on the building adjacent to the
parking lot. Mr. Alex added that the only new proposed lighting is on the sport court and on two
additional tennis courts.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that if this is approved the petitioners have a year to
complete the work and asked how this process will differ. Mr. Ryckaert reported that the Village
would need to grant an extension if all work was not started in a year. Mr. Alex stated that they
plan to begin work in September 2018.
Mr. Ryckaert added that in approving the Master Plan, it is understood that the work will take
place over time and all additional phases will come back to Village staff. Commissioner
Bromberg commented that if the work takes ten years to complete, there could be different
neighbors who did not receive the public notice.
Mr. Mosser commented that they would like to have the entire Master Plan approved, but they
will come back in the future for separate clubhouse replacement approval if necessary.
Chairman Berg asked if they can submit the exact plans completed for clubhouse replacement.
Mr. Mosser replied that yes, they have these detailed plans completed.
Commissioner Forrest commented that it is an ambitious and well thought out plan.
Mr. Ryckaert reported that the Public Hearing on this matter is scheduled for February 22, 2018
and he asked the petitioners if they plan to meet with the neighbors before this. Mr. Alex replied
that yes, they will be happy to meet with the neighbors in advance of the Public Hearing to
address any potential concerns.
Items from the Staff
Mr. Ryckaert gave an overview of upcoming Plan Commission meeting agenda items.
Adjournment
There being no further discussion, Commissioner Forrest moved, seconded by Commissioner
Bromberg to adjourn the Workshop Meeting at 9:52 P.M. Said motion passed with a unanimous
voice vote.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll

Village of Deerfield
2018 Zoning Ordinance Map

Subject Property

SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
1. Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
3. Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
4. Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
5. Effect on Neighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
6. Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or are being provided.
7. Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
and other visually incompatible uses.
8. If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.

